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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The starting point for the enormous career of the concept of Future Skills is the diagnosis that current concepts of
higher education do not confront the pressing challenges of our societies with convincing concepts for the future.

“Future Skills are competences that allow individuals

Here, the focus is no longer on higher education’s

to solve complex problems in highly emergent con-

function of knowledge transfer – instead, students

texts of action in a self-organised way and enable

should be supported in developing Future Skills. This

them to act (successfully)” (Ehlers 2020: S. 53).

involves the development of action dispositions for
dealing with complex, unknown problem situations.

The concept of emergence is used as a differentiat-

The acquisition of knowledge is supplemented by the

ing dimension between current or previous compe-

reflection of values and the development of skills.

tence requirements and those that are relevant for
the future: In particular, those contexts of action that

In the NextSkills research project, four development

exhibit highly emergent developments of life, work,

strands were identified that will strongly influence the

organizational and business processes require Fu-

future development of university profiles: increasing

ture Skills to cope with the requirements. At the cen-

focus on Future Skills, multi-institutional study paths,

ter of these emergent societal and system states are

personalization of academic learning, and lifelong

the requirements for transformation competencies of

learning in universities. Four future scenarios for the

individuals, organizations and societal groups.

university of the future are based on this:

In the NextSkills study, 17 Future Skills profiles which

Scenario 1: The Future Skills University

are of particular importance for future university grad-

Szenario 2: The multi-institutional network university

uates were constructed on the basis of in-depth in-

Szenario 3: The personalized MyCurriculum Univer-

terviews and assessments of experts surveyed

sity

worldwide. Each profile is clearly defined and con-

Szenario 4: The Lifelong Learning University

tains one or more so-called reference skills. The various Future Skills profiles can be assigned to three
dimensions: those Future Skills that relate to one's
own development (learning – individual developmentrelated), to the development of specific solutions (developing – individual object-related) and to joint development in social systems (co-creating – individual
organization-related). Future Skills do not stand unconnected next to each other but work together: the
Triple Helix model describes how Future Skills interact in successful actions.
Future Skills are part of the competence turn, the Future Skills Turn, which is already taking place today
and is necessary for the universities of the future.
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INTRODUCTION: WHY FUTURE SKILLS?
F u tur e Sk il ls as a c omp e t enc e f o un d at io n f or t he c ha ll e ng es o f t he f u t ure
With the increasing flexibility of biographies, the re-

Solving the enormous societal problems requires the

sponsibility of individuals to develop individual com-

ability to develop new and previously unknown ap-

petence strategies for their own lives is growing. Pro-

proaches, to take new paths and to relate previously

fessional and private spheres of life are becoming in-

unconnected things to each other in new ways. In ed-

creasingly blurred and intertwined. In terms of edu-

ucation and science, this will only succeed if we work

cation, we can diagnose a real "drift to self-organiza-

in the best sense of interdisciplinary and transdisci-

tion" (Ehlers 2020). This is characterized by a de-

plinary ways to bring together, critically reflect on,

standardization of educational pathways, in which

and relate to each other the solution inputs of each

the fit between informal and formal educational op-

discipline. But where do we stand in this respect? Do

portunities and professional and private require-

universities' curricula, teaching, learning and exami-

ments must increasingly be prioritized by the stu-

nation methods adequately prepare students to

dents themselves and translated into individual

shape this world? What competencies do students

learning and action strategies that are increasingly

need in order to master the challenges of the future

aimed at acquiring "Future Skills". Universities are

and remain capable of acting competently? And how

faced with the challenge of responding to this.

can we learn them?

The term Future Skills has contributed to a decisive

The Future Skills framework presented here by the

change in the public discussion about higher educa-

NextEducation working group is characterized by be-

tion concepts. The starting point for the enormous ca-

ing anchored in educational and competence theory

reer of the concept of Future Skills is the diagnosis

and empirically grounded – and by locating the Future

that current concepts of higher education do not con-

Skills profiles in a model based on this. We are thus

front the pressing challenges of our societies with

placing the question of future higher education on a

sufficiently convincing future concepts – neither the

solid foundation. We would like to present this to you

sustainable design of our environment nor the re-

and thus contribute to co-creating creative answers

lated social or economic tasks. After all, the future is

to today’s and tomorrow’s challenges.

unpredictable and we cannot forecast it, but we must
be prepared to shape it. It is the responsibility of all
of us to make the best of the possibilities and to find
ways to deal with this uncertain future. This is about
nothing more and nothing less than preserving our
planet and our livelihoods.

Ulf-Daniel Ehlers
Professor for Educational Management and Lifelong
Learning
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WHAT ARE FUTURE SKILLS?
W h a t ma k es Fu t ur e Sk i lls s p ec i al : e m er ge nc e as a fu t ure c ri ter io n , a c t io n c o mp e te nc e as a n e d uc at i on al t h e or etic a l fo u nd a ti o n .

“Future Skills are competences that allow individuals to

importance for the ability to act in such future situations

solve complex problems in highly emergent contexts of

that, due to their rapid changes, repeatedly produce new,

action in a self-organised way and enable them to act

complex problem situations for which preparation through

(successfully). They are based on cognitive, motivational,

(initial) education in the previous sense (knowledge trans-

volitional and social resources, are value-based and can

fer in preparation mode) is no longer well possible.

be acquired in a learning process” (Ehlers 2020: S. 53).
Future Skills are competencies of a specific nature (e.g.

from those competencies that are not particularly future-

Ehlers 2020, Agentur Q 2021). For example, if the task is

oriented. The concept of emergence serves as a differen-

to develop a solution to a new problem, the ability to

tiating dimension between current or previous compe-

change perspectives, flexibility and openness, but also in-

tence requirements and those that are relevant to the fu-

terdisciplinarity are important. In the NextSkills study,

ture: in particular, those contexts of action that exhibit

these competencies are summarized in a "Future Skills"

highly emergent developments of life, work, organiza-

profile with the label "design thinking competence" (Ehlers

tional and business processes require Future Skills to

2020). If, for example, another area involves finding one's

cope with the needs. Emergence thus defines the dividing

way professionally in increasingly networked, often un-

line that separates previous or traditional areas of work

clear and complex organizational roles and conversa-

from future areas of work. Since this boundary is not

tional contexts or privately in very widely differentiated

clearly schematic but fluid and many organizations are un-

family patchwork and elective family constellations, skills

dergoing transformation processes in which weakly emer-

such as dealing with ambiguity, acting in uncertain situa-

gent work contexts are evolving into highly emergent work

tions, and dealing with heterogeneity are important. All

contexts, the need for Future Skills is also an evolving do-

these skills are summarized in the NextSkills study as a

main rather than a binary state of either/or.

"Future Skills" profile under the label "ambiguity competence." The NextSkills study contains 17 such Future
Skills profiles (Ehlers 2020).

While numerous publications on Future Skills offer elaborations on and lists of skills profiles, they have theoretical
shortcomings. For example, they are often not based on

In the last five years – since 2017 with the publication of

clearly defined Future Skills conceptions, do not take a

the first (explicit) Future Skills study in Germany – the in-

well-founded view of them in terms of educational and

terest in Future Skills for the field of academic education

competence theory, or argue from a purely employability-

has multiplied and recasts the discussion about key com-

oriented perspective. The Future Skills framework pre-

petences. There are many reasons for this, which lie in

sented here is characterized by being anchored in educa-

societal megatrends such as digitalization, demographic

tional and competence theory and empirically based - and

change, and the development of an educational society

by locating the Future Skills profiles in a model based on

(Ehlers 2020). They lead to an increasing importance of

this.

Future Skills as precisely those abilities that allow individuals to possess and/or regain the ability to shape their
own lives and social contexts in a world of constant
change and in future emergent – I.e. unpredictable – and
rapidly changing situations of demand. Future Skills are
therefore those competencies that are of particular
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In terms and concept, Future Skills can be distinguished

In the competence-theoretical foundation underlying our
Future Skills approach, we conceptualize Future Skills as
competences and thus complex constructs that are based
on cognitive, motivational, volitional, and social resources
and are intended to enable successful action in emergent
contexts.

Fig. 1: The Future Skills concept from a competence perspective

METHODOLOGY OF THE NEXTSKILLS STUDY
In currently available skills studies (Ehlers 2022), a

qualitative methods that are also suitable for induc-

general trend is that Future Skills concepts also in-

tively modeling future competence requirements (ex-

clude digital skills, but focus on skills of a transversal

plorative qualitative interviews, Delphi or focus group

nature (e.g., ethical competence, dealing with ambi-

methods). In the NextSkills research project, Future

guity, etc.). They differ in focus, methodology, and

Skills profiles were identified in a multi-step research

orientation. For example, studies such as the D21

process:

Digital Index (Initiative D 21 2021) are more focused
on digitization, digital and media competencies or

1. Identification of Future Organizations – June

digital skills. The Stifterverband and McKinsey

2015: Following a desk research phase, organi-

(Stifterverband 2021) also focus on digital skills, but

zations were identified that already had explicit

also include transversal Future Skills and so-called

experience in implementing competence mod-

transformative skills.

els, imagination about Future Skills and a high
level of maturity in designing future work con-

In terms of methodology, Future Skills studies use
so-called forecasting methods as a project for determining future competence requirements (Leininger
2020). Most of the approaches use several methods,

texts. 20 selected organizations were invited to
participate in the next step of the NextSkills
study. 17 responded positively and were included in the interview study.

although only a few Future Skills studies use
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2. Interview Study – December 2016-December

two rounds of interviews. Fifty-three international

2017: guiding questions were developed for the

experts from different organizations and institu-

interview study and were used to guide an open-

tions were invited to participate in the study.

ended, low-structured, problem-focused interview. Participants in the interviews were the HR
managers of the organizations and, in some
cases, students who studied there as part of
(dual) degree programs. Constructs were extracted from the interview data to reconstruct
contexts, values as well as processes and dependencies for competences considered important for individuals in the future.
3. International Delphi Study – September/October
2018: in order to further refine and validate the
qualitatively acquired results, a Delphi study was
conducted with an international panel of experts.
The Delphi study, entitled "Future Skills – Future
Learning and Future Higher Education," included

4. Analysis of existing Future Skills approaches –
End of 2021: After a screening of Future Skills
studies published in the German-speaking and
international area in the last five years, those
from the German-speaking area were analyzed
with regard to the skills profiles contained and
transferred into a Future Skills framework model.
5. Expansion of the analysis to include the media
skills model - 2022: In a further analysis step, the
Future Skills studies published in the Germanspeaking world in the last five years were analyzed using Baacke's media skills model to describe the extent to which Future Skills approaches include digital skills or go beyond
them.

THE FUTURE SKILLS PROFILES IN AN OVERVIEW
1 7 F ut ur e Sk il ls pr of ile s as c l us t er s o f f ut ure - r el ev an t s k il ls
Higher education of the future must be oriented to-

development-related), the development of specific

ward teaching Future Skills. This is shown by the re-

solutions (developing – individual object-related) and

sults of the NextSkills study. Based on the in-depth

to joint development in social systems (co-creating –

interviews and the assessment of experts surveyed

individual organization-related).

worldwide, 17 Future Skills profiles were constructed
that are of particular importance for future university
graduates. Each profile consists of a bundle of individual competences, so-called reference competences. Future Skills profiles are clusters of futurerelevant skills.
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Future Skills are part of the competence turn, the Future Skills Turn, which is already taking place today
and is necessary for the universities of the future.
Here, the focus is no longer on the function of
knowledge transfer – instead, students should be
supported in developing Future Skills, i.e. disposi-

The various Future Skills profiles can be assigned to

tions for action in dealing with complex, unknown

three dimensions: those Future Skills that relate to

problem situations through reflection, values and at-

one's own development (learning – individual

titudes.

Fig. 2: Future Skills-Profiles in an overview1

Future Skills-Profiles

Reference competence(s)

Short description

Learning – Subject development-related competences
Learningliteracy

•

Self-directed learning

Learning literacy is the ability and willingness to

•

Metacognitive skills

learn in a self-directed and self-initiated fashion. It
also entails metacognitive skills.

Self-efficacy

•

Self-confidence

Self-efficacy as a Future Skills Profile refers to the
belief and one’s (self-)confidence to be able to
master the tasks at hand relying on one’s own abilities and taking over responsibility for one’s decisions.

1

Interactive Map at http://nextskills.org/future-skills-finder/
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Self-determination

•

Autonomy

Self-determination as a Future Skill describes an
individual’s ability to act productively within the
field of tension between external structure and
self-organisation, and to create room for self-development and autonomy, so that they can meet
their own needs in freedom and self-organisation.

Self-competence

•

Self-management

Self-competence as a Future Skill is the ability to

•

Self-organisation competence

develop one’s own personal and professional capa-

•

Self-regulation

bilities largely independently of external influ-

•

Cognitive load management

ences. This includes other skills such as independ-

•

Self-responsibility

ent self-motivation and planning. But also, the ability to set goals, time management, organization,
learning aptitude and success control through
feedback. In addition, cognitive load management
and a high degree of personal responsibility.

Reflective competence

•

Critical thinking

Reflective competence as a Future Skill includes

•

Self-reflection competence

the willingness and ability to reflect, i.e. the ability
to question oneself and others for the purpose of
constructive further development, as well as to
recognise underlying systems of behaviour, thought
and values and to assess their consequences for
actions and decisions holistically.

Decision competence

•

Responsibility-taking

Decision competence is the ability to seize decisions and to evaluate different alternatives against
each other, as well as making a final decision and
taking over the responsibility for it.

Initiative and performance
competence
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•

(intrinsic) Motivation

Initiative and performance competence refers to an

•

Self-motivation

individual’s ability to motivate themselves as well

•

Motivation capability

as to his/her wish of contributing to achievement.

•

Initiative-taking

Persistence and goal-orientation form the

Ambiguity competence

•

Need/motivation for achievement

motivational basis for performance. A positive self-

•

Engagement

concept also plays an important role as it serves to

•

Persistence

attribute success and failure in such a way that the

•

Goal-orientation

performance motivation does not decrease.

•

Dealing with uncertainty

Ambiguity competence refers to an individual’s

•

Dealing with heterogeneity

ability to recognize, understand, and finally produc-

•

Ability to act in different roles

tively handle ambiguity, heterogeneity, and uncertainty, as well as to act in different roles.

Ethical competence

Ethical competence comprises the ability to perceive a situation or situation as ethically relevant,
including its conceptual, empirical and contextual
consideration (perceive), the ability to formulate
relevant prescriptive premises together with the
evaluation of their relevance, their weight, their
justification, their binding nature and their conditions of application (evaluate) and the ability to
form judgements and check their logical consistency, their conditions of use and their alternatives (judge).

Development - Object-related competences
Design-thinking competence

•

Flexibility and openness

The Future Skill Profile Design-thinking compe-

•

Versatility

tence comprises the ability to use concrete meth-

•

Ability to shift perspectives

ods to carry out creative development processes

•

Interdisciplinarity

open-endedly with regard to given problems and
topics and to involve all stakeholders in a joint
problem and solution design process.

Innovation competence

•

Creativity

Innovation competence as a Future Skill Profile in-

•

Innovative thinking

cludes the willingness to promote innovation as an

•

Willingness to experiment

integral part of any organizational object, topic and
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process and the ability to contribute to the organization as an innovation ecosystem.

Systems competence

•

Systems-thinking

Systems competence as a Future Skill is the ability

•

Knowledge about knowledge struc-

to recognise and understand complex personal-

tures

psychological, social and technical (organisational)

Navigation competence within

systems as well as their mutual influences and to

knowledge structures

be able to design and/or accompany coordinated

•

Networked thinking

planning and implementation processes for new in-

•

Analytical competence

itiatives in the system.

•

Synergy creation

•

Application competence

•

Problem-solving

•

Adaptability

•

Media literacy

Digital literacy is the ability and disposition to use

•

Information literacy

digital media, to develop them in a productive and

•

Digital literacy

creative way, the capacity to critically reflect on
its usage and the impact media have on society
and work, both for private and professional contexts, as well as the understanding of the potentials and limits of digital media and their effects.

Co-Creation – Organisation-related competences
Sensemaking

•

Meaning creation

The Future Skill Profile Sensemaking comprises the

•

Value orientation

willingness and ability to construct meaning and
understanding from the rapidly changing structures of meaning within future work and life contexts, to further develop existing structures of
meaning or to promote the creation of new ones
where they have been lost.
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Future and design competence

Cooperation competence

•

Willingness to change

Future and design competence is the ability to

•

Ability to continuously improve

master the current situation with courage for the

•

Future mindset

new, willingness to change and forward thinking. To

•

Courage for the unknown

develop situations into other, new and previ-ously

•

Readiness for development

unknown visions of the future and to approach

•

Ability to challenge oneself

these creatively.

•

Social intelligence

Cooperation competence is the ability to cooperate

•

Team-working ability

and collaborate in (intercultural) teams either in

•

Leader as a coach

face-to-face or digitally-aided interactions within

•

Intercultural competence (organi-

or between organisations with the purpose of

sational culture)

transforming differences into commonalities. So-

Counselling competence

cial intelligence, openness, and advisory skills play

•

a key role for this competence.
Communication competence

•

Language proficiency

Communication competence as a Future Skill en-

•

Presentation competence

tails not only language skills, but also discourse, di-

•

Capacity for dialogue

alogue, and strategic communication aspects,

•

Communication readiness

which - taken together - serve the individual to

•

Consensus orientation

communicate successfully and in accordance with

•

Openness towards criticism

the respective situation and context, in view and
empathy of her/his own and others’ needs.

Note: Some wording of the short descriptions has been adjusted in the presentation due to space limitations.
The complete descriptions can be found in Ehlers (2020) and in the Future Skills Finder.
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UNDERSTANDING FUTURE SKILLS: THE FUTURE
SKILLS TRIPLE HELIX MODEL
S u b j ec t , O bj ec t, a n d O r g an iz a ti o n: T hr ee P ole s S h ap e t h e F u tu re Sk i lls Tr ip le H e lix D N A
Let's get to know Paul: Paul is 34 years old and works

(subject-related), in relation to dealing with a task,

as a software engineer. He is tasked with coordinat-

topic, or object (object-related), or in relation to the

ing a project on artificial intelligence for a large health

organizational environment, i.e., the social system

insurance company in order to better estimate the

(world-related). We name these three relations as

course of diseases and the costs incurred by the in-

subject-related, object-related and (social/organiza-

surance company. He leads the three-year project

tional) world-related. A relation with three poles

and involves physicians, software engineers, patient

emerges, each pole being in relation to the other.

associations and other stakeholders. Ethical and

With respect to actions in highly emergent contexts,

data protection issues in particular quickly emerge as

all three poles and their relation to each other are al-

key issues for the team to agree on. In the process,

ways determinant in every action. Because of the

Paul has to include and weigh different perspectives,

close interconnectedness of all three poles and their

motivate his team to develop ideas and solutions

interrelated integration, we refer to this concept as

from them, make decisions and take responsibility for

the Future Skills Triple Helix model. The resulting

them, weigh possible consequences within the af-

concept is suitable for the formal description of ac-

fected system, consider ethical implications, moder-

tions in highly emergent contexts.

ate and convene meetings, cooperate with a wide va-

The classification criterion for Future Skills profiles

riety of people and demonstrate a high level of self-

is the target of relation:

organization in order to keep track of different work
steps, familiarize himself with topics while keeping
an eye on the constant technological development,

1. relation of an individual to themselves in
the present, past or future (subject or time
dimension – learning),

reflect on processes and deal with disagreements –
and these are just a few aspects. Furthermore, Paul
tries to master the demanding tasks in such a way

(object dimension – development) or

that he still finds time and space for social contacts,

3. relationship of an individual to a person

hobbies and commitment. In doing so, Paul draws on

or a group in the world (social dimension –

a variety of Future Skills that he has been able to de-

co-creation).

velop in his previous learning, professional and life
experiences, and enhances them further – in relation
to himself and his own development (learning), in relation to objects, topics or tasks (development) and
in relation to organizations and social systems (cocreation) in which it is necessary to live, work and cooperate together.
In other words, professionals – I.e., acting persons –
can develop Future Skills in relation to themselves
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2. relation of an individual to a certain object

All three dimensions are in turn interrelated and influence each other. The three dimensions thus form the
Future Skills Triple Helix DNA, in which the three skill
dimensions interact in concrete actions (see Figure
3). They enable a better understanding of the factors
that make up future action skills.
Interested in reading more about the educational theory behind Future Skills? You can find more information here.

Fig. 3: Future Skills Triple Helix
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FOUR SCENARIOS FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF
THE FUTURE
F o ur d ev el op m e nt s tr an ds th a t hi nt at s c e n ari os f or t h e un iv ers i ty of th e f ut ur e
Today, higher education is still strongly tied to a sin-

faculty/organizational unit of the current academic

gle institution: Students enroll – usually directly after

system.

graduating from high school – at an institution or university where they will later graduate. They study

The NextSkills research project identified four devel-

along a predefined curriculum with predetermined

opmental strands that will strongly influence the fu-

content to achieve prescribed learning objectives,

ture development of higher education institutions:

usually derived from a specific occupational field or

Future Skills focus, Multi-institutional Study Path-

academic discipline. In this context, degree pro-

ways, Personalization of Academic Learning, and

grams are located within an academic discipline or

Lifelong Learning in Higher Education.

Scenario 1: The Future Skill-University
Future Higher Education is mainly focused on developing the Future Skills of its graduates. Such an organization goes beyond the mere teaching of skills for knowledge application and the focus on defined curricula for fixed job profiles. Students are instead more
engaged in reflection, application, and creative development of new knowledge and academic methods. The main focus is thus on the development of such skills, which should
enable students to act successfully in unknown future contexts of their professional field
and beyond.
Scenario 2: The multi-institutional network university
n addition to scenario 1, the standard study experience at universities is changing from a
mono-institutional to a multi-institutional model. As a result, large parts of degree programs are offered by higher education alliances of several institutions and study paths
are increasingly organized in a multi-institutional and patchwork manner. Cooperation
and the digital import and export of curricula play an important role here. From the student
perspective, institutional boundaries are becoming less important.
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Scenario 3: The personalized MyCurriculum University
Added to Scenario 2, the student level of autonomy increases significantly. Students are
guided by professors, teachers, and advisors to develop into autonomous learners who
are in charge of putting together their own curriculum by compiling their academic study
portfolio from different courses and from the offerings of different institutions. Disciplinary
boundaries of study programs become more flexible, thus enabling students to follow individual study paths. The main focus is thus on students' growing degree of autonomy
and their personal study needs as well as their future professional context.
Scenario 4: The Lifelong Learning University
In addition to Scenario 3, seamless lifelong higher learning becomes as important as initial higher education. Professionals make up the majority of students. Students select
their module portfolio according to their personal skill needs and competency requirements with a high degree of autonomy over their lifetime. Institutions offer micro-credentials that students can acquire individually according to their own interests and needs.

Future Skills in Practice: Future Skills for Blockchain Professionals
Europe-wide demand for Future Skills in the high-tech sector also high
The CHAISE project is currently the largest international study on future skills in the high-tech sector. This
was developed by a consortium of industry, science, and university partners with the support of the European Commission and aims to create a new basis for a European blockchain skills strategy. As part of the
research project, this survey of Future Skills, currently the largest in the EU across 23 countries, reveals
a new nature of skills demand and supply in the high-tech labor market. It becomes clear that labor market
actors in blockchain labor markets attach a surprisingly high importance to transversal future skills compared to technical and business skills. In an empirical survey, more than 300 companies confirmed that
Future Skills are considered as important for high-tech professionals as technical skills in programming or
engineering. The future of competencies therefore seems to lie in the development of transversal future
skills. This opens up new possibilities and raises burning questions about the qualification paths and strategies of the future.
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NEXT EDUCATION RESEARCH SERIES
R e a d m or e a bo u t F u tur e Sk il ls a nd t h e Fu tu re Sk ills R es e arc h i n t he N ex t Ed uc at io n R es ea rc h S eri es a t ww w.n ex t - e duc a ti on . or g .
Ulf-Daniel Ehlers (2022). Future Skills in comparison. On the construction of a general framework model for future competencies in academic
education. Free available as Open Access.
The paper describes how different Future Skills approaches in their diversity can be compared conceptually. For this purpose, a dozen Future
Skills studies published in the German-speaking world since 2015 are
assigned to the 17 Future Skills profiles via a qualitative content-analytical procedure.

Ulf-Daniel Ehlers (2020). Future Skills. The future of learning and
higher education. Springer VS. Free available as Open Access in German and English.
In this open access book, Ulf-Daniel Ehlers analyzes changing basic coordinates of higher education worldwide and asks how higher education
must evolve to survive in a world of global challenges, ever more rapidly
changing social upheavals, and innovation-driven, agile fields of work.

Ulf-Daniel Ehlers & Sarah A. Meertens (Hrsg.) (2020). Studium der Zukunft – Absolvent(inn)en der Zukunft. Future Skills zwischen Theorie und
Praxis. Springer VS.
In this anthology, ten selected organizations report on how they are dealing with the Future Skills Turn, which Future Skills will be important in the
future, how they are promoting them among their employees, and what
they expect from universities.
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Future Skills. The Future of Learning and Higher Education – Future
Skills Delphi 2019. Free available as Open Access.
This Future Skills Report presents the results of the NextSkills Delphi
study, which is the basis for further research on Future Skills, the 17 Future Skills profiles, and scenarios for the university of the future.

Nextskills.org – the portal to Future Skills
Nextskills.org brings together all the materials, news and resources on Future Skills from the NextEducation research group - with videos and interactive features such as the Future Skills Finder and the Future Skills Flip
Cards.
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